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Message from the Chair
Hello Members,
I have spent the last month tidying up my house after the National Exhibition. Tidying in
many ways as housework went out of the window in the run up and during the
exhibition. Also, it did seem that lots of the loaned equipment and all the bookmarks
were left with me – the garage was full. All things are now returned to their rightful
owners
Would I do it again? Not for a few years, although the hard work is more than offset by
the lovely relationships that have been formed across the SW Guilds and with the
National Trust who made us feel very much at home. The experience is most
rewarding and I learned a huge amount.
Many people gave huge amounts of time and it would be impossible to name them all.
Huge thanks all round. Now to hand over to Scotland for 2018!
In the garden it is time to tidy too and get plants ready for winter. I have had my own
tomatoes until this week, all down to the fleecy lining in the troughs feeding the soil and
retaining water. The leaves on the trees have turned very quickly over the last three
weeks producing some wonderful colours – a complimentary pallet that has inspired
me to dye some fleece as my next creative task. I will also be doing some stranded
knitting following on from Fiona Morris’s talk. I have learned about the technique she
referred to called Purl When You Can, developed by Meg Swanson, daughter of
Elizabeth Zimmerman, the knitting guru. The technique enables pattern knitting straight
from the bottom using the odd purl stitch to prevent curling. I will be trying this out over
the winter months.
Talking of winter means the end of the year is almost upon us with Christmas, New
Year and the AGM all getting close. How quickly the year goes! I hope to see you at
the AGM with an entry for the Chairperson Challenge. We have a lovely programme for
2017.
Have a wonderful Xmas season and try something new in your chosen craft.
See you Saturday.

Janet Maher
Chairperson
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Tea and Coffee Rota 2017
The tea rota for 2017 is below. If you cannot fulfil your turn, please make arrangements
for someone else to be there. Caroline Maltby has prepared this rota so please let her
know of any changes.
10.15 – 12.00

12.00 – 1.30

Jan

Ann Langrishe/Carol Mellish

Caroline Maltby/Tracy Miles

Feb

Pam Mitchell/Heather Rabbage

Lynne Packer/Jane Rees

March

Norma Sanders/Andrea Stuart

Mandy Stead/Steph Williams

April

Jade Wiltshire/Chris Wright

Kay Withers/Paulette Bjergfelt

May

Marilyn Biggs/Diana Clarke

Sue Coats/Rosemary Burgess

June

Diane Colthorpe/Brenda Hamblin

Sophie Fovargue/Emma Kingston

July

Kate Harrison/Willow Iredale

Patricia Ilsley/Julia Jones

Sept

Linda McKenna/Caroline Maltby

Ann Machin/June Clark

Oct

Muriel Osborne/ Talitha Clarke

Lynne Packer/Lynda Dommett

Nov

Sally Bail/Karen Dumbill

Kathy Wright/Yvette Jones

Christmas Meeting December 2016
These events have proved very popular with lots of opportunity for people to chat and
share what they have been doing in their craft. It is also a fun occasion with lots of
laughter. All members are welcome so please put the date in your diary – 17th
December from roughly 10.15am until 2.30pm or when we have had enough.
There is no speaker or sales table – purely a social event. We do have a Secret Santa
and ask everyone to bring a wrapped gift related to our crafts and worth around £5. We
also ask everyone to bring a plate to share – and a drink if you wish. Tea and coffee
will be available. The day is help yourself in the kitchen, including cleaning up
afterwards. All welcome!

Chairperson Challenge
Following the success of previous challenges, Janet has issued a challenge to be
ready for January 2017. Bags of Jacobs fleece have been given out with the theme of
“animal” – all interpretations welcome.
A voucher for £10 to spend with John Arbon will be awarded by our speaker for the
meeting to the entry judged as most creative. There will be regular challenges
throughout 2017.
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Guild AGM 2017
The Guild will be holding the 2017 AGM on Saturday 21st January at 11.00am.
If any member has a proposal to put to the meeting, please let Janet have the details
before 19th December 2016 (the four weeks required in the Guild Constitution). Equally,
if anyone wishes to nominate a member for office please let Janet know at least two
weeks before the meeting.
Annual subscriptions will also become due at that meeting. The rates remain
unchanged:
Full membership £24 per year or £12 per half year
Postal membership £10 per year plus £3 per meeting attended
Subscription forms will be emailed to members before the AGM and posted to those on
the postal list. Forms will also be available on the day but it speeds up the process if
you come with a completed form. Membership cards will be issued which are useful for
getting discounts at certain suppliers as well as proof of payment. Programme cards for
2017 will also be available.

National Exhibition 2016 at Killerton House
Well, it is all over and what a success! The feedback on the exhibition has been
wonderful - about the quality of the items and the way they were displayed in the lovely
setting of Killerton. Upstairs we had demonstrations with a lovely display on natural
dyeing. The colour wheel below was made by Margaret Knight with Barbara Spicer
providing all the samples of dyes in the little jars at the front
Over the exhibition 7577 people visited
Killerton, an increase of 4316 on the
same period last year, most likely people
who came explicitly to see our exhibition.
Catering sales were up by 45% for the
same period and the NT shop sales by
41%. The National Trust is very pleased
as you can imagine.
The Association is pleased as it is the
first time we have worked with the
National Trust and lays a good
foundation for further ventures with them
in other parts of the country.
Killerton are keen that we work with them again and we are in early discussion about
doing something as a region for the joint Association/Campaign for Wool week in
October next year.
Thank you so much to everyone who contributed and helped make it such a success.
Janet Maher
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Guild Competitions
The theme for the competitions in 2016 was ‘Recycled’. The creativity of members was
outstanding in the range of ideas used for entries. For the dyeing competition Sue
Coates, winner of the ‘Not so novice class’, used tinsel that she had noticed staining a
windowsill at home. The purple tinsel dyed wool a lovely shade of pink. Barbara Spicer,
who won the spinning competition in the ‘Not so novice class’, used recycled milk
bottles to produce a skein of yarn.

Sue receiving trophy from Valerie Reilly

Barbara receiving trophy from Margaret Knight

Winner of the novice trophy Paulette Bjergfelt

Winner of the novice trophy Pauline Smith
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Adventures with a Rigid Heddle Loom: Helen Brotherton
th

16 July 2016

Helen started by saying she used to be quite ‘sniffy’ about rigid heddle looms. She had
started weaving 25 years ago on an old Dryad loom using wool ‘in the grease’ which
put her off weaving until she went to college and saw items that inspired her.
She struggled with sett initially on the rigid
heddle loom as the range of heddle sizes
was limited. Now things are much easier
with a lot more availability of heddles in
different size dents per inch.
As Helen’s business was selling fine yarns,
she was keen to work with finer yarns on the
rigid heddle. One way was to use two
heddles – possible on the Ashford loom.
Helen often prefers to double up the yarn
with finer yarns. She uses knitting wool
regularly on the rigid heddle and has used it
as a tapestry loom and to weave bands.
Helen showed many examples including rya
and rug work as well as log cabin (in photo).
She enjoys doing spaced weaves that she
then felts. She showed an example in the
photo below.

Some complex weaves are possible
with the rigid heddle loom like lace
weaves and simple double weave.
The use of pick-up sticks is required to
achieve such complex weaves. It is
possible to use one or more pick-up
sticks to achieve more complex
patterns.
Helen also talked about using different
mixes of yarns on the rigid heddle to
bring about differential shrinkage in
the finishing process. She stressed
the importance of wet finishing to bring
out the beauty of the final fabric.
Helen specialises in weaving yarns in
her business ‘My fine weaving yarns’
and can advise on which yarns work
best with different looms.
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The History of the Paisley Shawl: Valerie Reilly
th

17 September 2016

Several of our members had been keen to hear Valerie Reilly, the ex-curator of textiles
at Paisley museum, for some time. But how do you get a speaker down from Glasgow
(and pay her) without bankrupting the Guild? Answer; you persuade her to fly to Bristol
airport! And we are really glad we did. This was an extremely interesting an
entertaining talk, well illustrated with pictures of shawls throughout their long history.
Valerie was raised in Bradford where she attended a school that still taught weaving to
A-level. Although she did not study it, Valerie's friends did and she picked up enough to
understand the process and the structure of weaving and found herself specialising in
the study of textiles during her history degree.

On the left the classic teardrop symbol and above the
symbol incorporated into an original design

Valerie showed us pictures of the so-called “Paisley” pattern (or pine) with its familiar
teardrop shape dating back to the ancient Chaldeans (Babylonians) where it seems to
have represented part of a sprouting date palm. The date palm was crucial to their
economy, providing not only food and drink, but also building materials and basic
necessities like paper and string so it could be said to have been the Tree of Life. The
representation of the sprouting plant was, therefore, a very powerful symbol, which
evolved over time spreading throughout Asia and India. Shawls incorporating the pine
symbol were definitely being woven during the 17th Century in Kashmir where they
were worn by wealthy men.

Oldest shawl in museum showing evolution of symbol

Asian man wearing shawl

The shawls were soon spotted by Europeans travelling in India and by men working for
the British East India Company who brought back as souvenirs for their womenfolk.
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These decorative shawls were light but warm and soon became the “must have”
accessory for wealthy ladies. However, they were hugely expensive so around 1780
some weaving mills in Britain - notably in Edinburgh and Norwich, decided to have a go
at making them themselves. They even tried (unsuccessfully) to import the Kashmir
goats to produce the fibre.
When one of the manufacturers found that his Edinburgh factory was short of space
but he had spare capacity at his Paisley mill he moved his operation there and the
Paisley shawl was born. By 1827 eight firms in Paisley described themselves not as
weavers but as shawl manufacturers and by about 1830 most were using the latest
Jacquard looms to speed up their processes producing ever more complex designs.
Paisley was now the largest centre of shawl production.

On the left shawls at the height of popularity and
above after remodelling

Shawls were also made in Europe; the Empress Josephine is said to have owned
hundreds of them, and they can be seen either worn or carefully draped nearby their
owners in the portraits of wealthy ladies throughout this period.
Shawls survived several fashion changes, becoming longer, shorter, squarer and even
triangular but the advent of the bustle and leg-of mutton sleeves in the 1880s was just
too much and Paisleys almost disappeared, many being cut up and made into jackets.
There was a brief return to favour in 1889 but after that many were consigned to the
bottom of clothes chests, a number surviving to the present day.
One such example was brought in by Brenda Lawrence
and is modelled by Janet Maher in the photo. The actual
shawl was 11 feet long and 5 feet wide. Valerie
immediately identified it as made around 1860. This
shawl had been woven in the traditional Paisley way as
could be seen by the threads on the back of the shawl. At
the next meeting Brenda had found another example of a
later block printed design also from Paisley. Both items
had belonged to her husband’s Grandmother
Valerie Reilly wrote a book “The Paisley Pattern” which is
full of wonderful pictures, as well as the history of the
industry, and has now been purchased for the Guild
library.
Lesley Took
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Stranded Knitting: Fiona Morris
th

15 October 2016

Fiona began by explaining that stranded knitting was more than Fair Isle. Lots of
countries have a tradition of their own unique patterns of stranded knitting. Identifying
when stranded knitting started is difficult as the fibre decomposes. However, there is
evidence as far back as the 12th century with Egyptian socks in a stranded pattern
being found.
Stranded knitting has been well known in Turkey for a long time. They often knit with
two colours adding in a third and a fourth with surface embroidery. Stranded knitting is
more common in colder countries where the stranding gives a denser fabric. The key
identifier is in the pattern symbols, which differ across countries. Fiona drew attention
to some of the differences:
Turkey: Patterns tend to be vertical in structure unlike Fair Isle, which is horizontal
Andean Folk Knit: Lots of geometric patterns, knitted by men. Women do the spinning
Scandinavia: Nordic designs use the Norwegian star symbol often in yolked sweaters
with hem and cuff borders. In Sweden Bohus Stickning became the famous style of
yolked sweater knitting. This started as a co-operative of women who knit and sold
their work in the 1930’s. They often change colour on the purl stitch to give the
characteristic ‘blip’. These patterns have recently been revitalised and published again.
See Wendy Keele – Poems of Colour
Baltic States: Two books written about this type of knitting – Latvian Dreams by Joyce
Williams and Folk Knitting in Estonia by Nancy Bush. Designs often have braid type
decoration on the cuffs using a two colour interlocked cast-on
Icelandic: Again lots of sweaters with yokes. Here the big difference is the Lopapeysa
tradition using Lopi wool. Not always the softest of yarns yet hardwearing as Icelandic
sheep have two coats for warmth
Sanquhar Scottish Tradition: Always in black and white, developed in the 18th century.
Largely socks, mittens and gloves. Historically sent to the USA but the sales failed after
the War of independence
Traditional Fair Isle: Fiona referred to key texts on the subject – one by Alice Starmore
(British) and Anne Fiddlestone (American). Traditionally all patterns were in the natural
colours of sheep, often Shetland, sometimes overdyed. In 1930’s the patterns were
made popular by the then Prince of Wales. Different families on the isles often
developed their own patterns. There are, however, three key parts to the Fair Isle
pattern – Peerie patterns (small patterns of 5 – 7 rows between the larger designs),
Border patterns (usually 12 – 15 rows) and the Body patterns (all based on the
traditional OXO shape lots of variations).
Fiona had lots of examples of her own patterns to illustrate the above points. She went
on to talk about the use of colour and how different combinations could bring out the
pattern or make it fade into the background. She said doing a swatch was important to
assess the impact of colour combinations. She advocated using photographs to identify
colours that work together.
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She noted that tonal colours were important in Fair Isle knitting. Often only two colours
are used in Fair Isle but using different tones of the colours.
The acid test of fine stranded knitting is that the pattern on the front side is clearly
visible on the reverse too.

Top left: Fair Isle hat showing use
of variegation in one of the two
yarns
Top right: Corrugated rib pattern
Middle left: Classic Swedish Star
pattern showing how colour
choice brings out pattern
Middle right: Classic Fair Isle
OXO pattern
Bottom left: Example of Purl
When You Can technique to
prevent curling when starting with
pattern rather than ribbing
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For Sale
Mohair Yarns
Lesley Stimpson, one of our Guild members is retiring from the mohair business she
has run for many years. She has some lovely carded mohair to sell
100 grams carded kid mohair

was £4.50 now £2.50 a bag

Postage is in addition to the above prices. Please contact Lesley on 01934 822218 or
email: silvermoor.mohair@btinternet.com

Various Items
Wooden bead car seat cover (suitable for a felting wool on - or taking
apart and using the beads)

£5.00

Weighing Scales (as new) £12 to buy retail
Ideal for weighing tops or rug wool oz and gms.

£5.00

2 X 25mm Giant Needles (use for lace knitting or broomstick crochet)
Polystyrene Hat Block 22.5” circumference
£18 - £20 to buy on-line.
Assorted Dryad leaflets x 5

each £2.00
£10.00
each 50p

Contact: Margaret Knight
spinner54498@btinternet.com

Books
Mabel Ross: Fancy Yarns
Very rare book - Amazon asking £89 - £300

£25.00

Peter Collingwood: Tablet Weaving

£20.00

Ann Dyer: New Ways with Tablet Weaving or
“There’s a snag in it somewhere”
Very rare book

£30.00

Ann Sutton & Pat Holtom: Tablet Weaving

£10. 00

Temari - Traditional Japanese Embroidery Technique
Margaret Ludlow
(including a started temari ball with bell)

£5.00

British Wool Marketing Board: Warp and Weft

£2.00
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Crafts Council: Ikats - Woven Silks from Central Asia
The Treasure Chest of Swedish Weaving
(on Amazon at £67)

£3.00
£20.00

Contact: Margaret Knight
spinner54498@btinternet.com

Counterbalance loom for sale
Glimakra counterbalance loom £350
Weaving width 42.4 " (107cms), depth
38" (96cms), height 50" (127cms).
It will come with a reed and possibly
some sticks
For more information please contact:
Sue Briggs 01823 333859 or
Jane Rees 07883063457
Loom can be viewed at Spinners and
Weavers Workshop, Staplehay, Trull.
Taunton

Glimakra Ideal Floor Loom £450
Counterbalance/countermarche.
Weaving width: 70cms Footprint: 103 x 130 cms Height 163cms
Comes with 8 harnesses, 8 treadles, 3 reeds, bench and other equipment
For more information contact: Jenifer Ferguson (Minehead) on 01643 709816
or email:
mhjferguson2@btinternet.com
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Programme 2017
Meetings begin at 10.30am at
Hatch Beauchamp Village Hall
Talks begin at 1.45pm

21st January
Design:Colour, texture and pattern
Janet Crowther
AGM 11.00am
Chairperson Challenge: “Animal” using
Jacob fleece
18th February
My weaving
Adam Jordan
Committee Meeting

15th July
Lace making: bobbin and shuttle
Margaret Flux
August date tba
Rigid heddle workshop: warping and
making a sampler of different patterns
including lace
Janet Maher

18th March
Textiles of Japan
Jennifer Hughes

16th September
“Just an Inkling”
Ann Dixon
Dyeing competition
Committee meeting

19th March
Shibori workshop

17th September
Inkle weaving workshop

15th April
Members Skills Day
Soup and Bread Lunch

21st October
Flax to linen: talk and demonstration
Margaret Knight
Spinning competition
Soup and Bread Lunch

20th May
Breeding coloured sheep in
New Zealand
Fiona Gardner
Committee Meeting
17th June
Fleece Fair
Craft demonstrations

18th November
Colours of Scotland: dyeing traditions
Carole Keepax
Weaving Competition
Committee meeting
16th December
Social event
Shared lunch and Secret Santa
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